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ABSTRACT

Reactive learning environments, microworlds, rely on anchored
instruction and scaffolding to achieve constructive learning.
Microworlds allow a learner to experiment freely and build on
existing knowledge. Anchored instruction presents problems in a
realistic setting and to avoid overwhelming detail, scaffolding
presents assignments at a level of detail that meets the learner’s
competence. This is highly motivating as real life problems are
immediately solved and details are successively revealed as their
complexity becomes manageable. In this context, model
manipulation techniques could be employed to systematically
manipulate detailed continuous behavior into a simpler
counterpart. In many cases, the detailed continuous behavior is
abstracted into discontinuities resulting in mixed
continuous/discrete, hybrid, models. Model manipulation can also
be utilized in a reverse mode by teaching the learner where to look
for unmodeled higher-order continuous behaviors to gain insight
in physical phenomena that may be difficult to observe directly. If
simulation is required in microworlds model reduction is critical to
handle otherwise prohibitively detailed behaviors. Efficient hybrid
behavior generation algorithms also enable exhaustive model
analysis to identify worst-case and even possible undesired model
behaviors and feed this back to the learner. Furthermore, hybrid
behavior generation allows systems that are dynamically
reconfigured (e.g., parts are deleted and created), facilitating
interactive modeling and simulation where ‘what if’ scenarios can
be quickly designed and studied, e.g., by ‘rewind’ and ‘fast
forward’ of behaviors. Overall, to reap these benefits and achieve
the overall training and knowledge capitalization goals, effective
methodologies need to be developed for automatic model
manipulation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Recently, virtual worlds are increasingly applied for
instruction. They rely on behavior generation of very
realistic, and, therefore, detailed underlying models. This
section gives an overview of this type of instruction, how
the model complexity can be managed and how the same
methods used can also be applied to otherwise improve
instructional methods.

1.1 Principles of Instruction

Effective learning environments rely on the notions of
scaffolding and anchored instruction to achieve
constructive learning [Cognition and Technology Group at
Vanderbilt, 1992, Dally, 1995; Von Glaserfeld, 1987]. In

order to better transfer knowledge, motivate and inspire the
learner, and to develop a feel for real life application of
abstract theories, anchored instruction presents problems in
a realistic setting. For example, instead of teaching
geometry as an abstract matter, Phytagoras’ theorem (a2 +
b2 = c2) can be embedded in a real life setting by
computing the height of a steeple as shown in Fig. 1. This
enables the learner to transfer theories and abstract
concepts to real life problems and makes it easier to
eventually exploit their use.

Mircoworlds facilitate embedding abstract knowledge in a
real life setting. To achieve this in a very interactive and
safe environment the use of high fidelity model based
simulation is of paramount importance. The underlying
models for simulation are necessarily complex, embodying
sufficient detail to present a realistic learning environment.
In order not to overwhelm the learner, scaffolding relies on
less complex problems that still have a bearing to reality.
Microworlds present high level assignments that can be
completed successfully without the need of much initial
detailed understanding. This is highly motivating as the
learner immediately solves real life problems, where a
Socratic educational effort successively reveals details as
their complexity becomes manageable and the problem can
be solved by the learner.

Fig. 1: Anchored instruction embeds abstract theories in a
real life setting.

1.2 A Hierarchy of Behavioral Detail

Because of their complexity, realistic models are best
constructed in a hierarchical fashion where very fine
grained behavioral details are present at the lower levels
(see, e.g., [Moormann, Mosterman and Looye, 1999]). This
poses a huge numerical complexity if behaviors are to be
generated all the way down at the most detailed level,
which can be mitigated by a hierarchical approach to
simulation that efficiently abstracts away higher order
phenomena with little or no effect on gross behavior or
condenses the detailed behavior into an instantaneous



change. These abstractions require model manipulation
techniques in an intermediate stage before simulation and
often generate models with mixed continuous/discrete,
hybrid, behavior with its particular simulation
idiosynchracies [Mosterman, 1999; Mosterman and
Biswas, 1998]. In this scheme, hybrid behavior simulation
is a key enabling technology to exploit the ambitious
automated model reduction and ultimately achieve the
teaching goals.

As an example, consider the primary attitude control
surfaces of the airplane in Fig. 2. At a detailed level,
continuous closed loop PID control moves the rudder,
elevators, and ailerons to set positions. Desired setpoint
values are generated directly by the pilot or by a
supervising control algorithm implemented on a digital
processor.

Fig. 2: Primary attitude control surface of an aircraft.

Aircraft are safety critical systems and their control systems
incorporate several forms of redundancy. For example, the
elevator control system may consist of two mechanical
elevators (Fig. 3) that are positioned by electro-hydraulic
actuators. Only one actuator per elevator is active and
controls its position. The other actuator is passive and acts
as a simple load. When a failure occurs, redundancy
management may switch between actuators to ensure
maximum control, which leads to discrete changes in
system configuration. Switching actuators is realized by
hydraulic valves. Model simplifications created by
discretizing the fast nonlinear transients in the dynamics of
these valves may produce discontinuous variable changes.
Because the detailed hydraulic behavior involved may not
significantly affect gross flight behavior it can be modeled
as an instantaneous change in valve positions.

Fig. 3: Redundancy in the elevator control system.

Automated model manipulation is a necessity in order to
exploit the full potential of hybrid behavior generation
methods. Ideally, this allows a detailed model of
tremendous continuous complexity to be systematically
manipulated into a hybrid model, replacing detailed
continuous behavior with instantaneous abstractions. In
case of the aircraft elevator control, analysis would show
that the details of the hydraulic dynamics can be captured

by discontinuities, and the detailed models of the hydraulic
behavior are automatically reduced to simple switches.

1.3 Model Augmentation

Algorithms that implement this model reduction can be
applied for instructional purposes to familiarize the learner
with abstraction techniques critical to efficient model
design. Also, these techniques can be utilized in a reverse
mode by teaching the learner where to look for unmodeled
higher-order continuous behaviors because of the presence
of abstract discontinuous changes. This is of great help,
e.g., in obtaining insight in physical behavior that cannot
be directly observed, and making this knowledge explicit
aids in systematically extracting knowledge from complex
models. In case of the aircraft elevator control system, if
the change in actuators is modeled as an instantaneous
switch, it can be hypothesized that higher order physical
phenomena are abstracted away. These parameters can be
systematically introduced and indicate the presence of
physical parameters such as oil elasticity and dissipation
that may explain, e.g., observed elevator velocity changes
when switching between actuators.

In other work, higher order physical phenomena are
systematically introduced in models to provide the basis for
a physically consistent treatment of chattering behavior in
hybrid models [Mosterman, Zhao and Biswas, 1998b].
Without these higher order phenomena, no solution
trajectory would exist.

1.4 Hybrid Behavior Generation

The availability of hybrid behavior generation methods
unlocks further potential with respect to instructional
strategies. Efficient hybrid behavior generation enables
methodologies for exhaustive model analysis to identify
worst-case and even possible undesired model behaviors.
This is particularly helpful, e.g., in teaching how to solve a
planning task where one simulation trajectory of the
proposed model that fails to meet the required constraints
can be exploited by the tutoring mechanism to confront the
learner with a scenario where the submitted plan fails.

In general, systems are not static but highly dynamic in a
sense that parts of it evolve to behave in different modes, it
may be reconfigured (e.g., in case of failure), and parts of it
may be deleted and new ones created (e.g., cars entering
and exiting a highway). This is facilitated by interactive
modeling and simulation where ‘what if’ scenarios can be
quickly designed and studied, e.g., by ‘rewind’ and ‘fast
forward’ of behaviors. Also, during experimentation,
advanced simulation allows model structure changes that
are interactively made by the learner and model parts to be
isolated from the rest of the system for individual scrutiny.
Such interactive operation provides the optimal
environment for iterative modeling and simulation and
inherently embodies discrete behavior phenomena
combined with continuous time behavior. In conjunction
with the use of hybrid behavior generation paradigms, this
flexibility requires the use of interpreted simulation that
has reduced efficiency as main drawback. Therefore,
methodologies need to be developed for model
manipulation to reduce numerical complexity and, along
with increasing computing power and improved numerical
solvers, allow for achieving the overall training and
knowledge capitalization goals.



1.5 Overview

This paper shows how automated model reduction is
crucial in developing sophisticated instructional tools and
methods. On the one hand, it allows behavior generation of
complex systems over a wide range of detail while
automatically deriving consistent parsimonious models at
each of these levels of detail. This enables behavior
generation in microworlds for systems of tremendous
complexity (such as, e.g., the aircraft dynamics). Moreover,
the problem at hand can be automatically adapted to the
learner’s competence, effectively hiding overwhelming
detail (such as, e.g., dynamic behavior of hydraulic valves
that implement the elevator actuator switch). Furthermore,
model reduction and augmentation techniques form the
basis for teaching structured modeling of physical systems
and aid in gaining insight in the physics of a system.

Section 2 first discusses the hydraulics of an elevator
actuator in detail and illustrates anchored instruction for
systems theory by providing a practical physical
representation. Section 3 discusses the need for model
reduction in behavior generation for microworlds. Section
4 shows how model reduction can be used for knowledge
capitalization. Section 5 shows how model reduction
relates to and has a dual in model augmentation and how
the two combine to build model manipulation techniques
that can be applied for knowledge capitalization. Section 6
presents the conclusions and an outlook over future
research.

2 ANCHORED INSTRUCTION FOR MODELING

Modern avionics systems employ electronic fly-by-wire
control, where electronic signals generated by a digital
processor are transformed into the power domain by
electro-hydraulic actuators. Fly-by-wire technology allows
to implement a rather sophisticated discrete event control
logic that interacts with continuous physical system
behavior. Such systems exhibit inherently hybrid behavior.
This section focuses on the electro-hydraulic actuators used
for elevator control and shows how these can be used for
anchored instruction.

2.1 The Elevator System

Fig. 4 shows the operation of one elevator actuator. The
continuous PID control mechanism for elevator positioning
is implemented by a servo valve. A digital controller (not
shown) positions the servo valve piston according to the
feedback signal for PID control that may be computed
based on the fluid pressure, mechanical linkage, electrical
signals, and a combination of the three. The positioning
cylinder consists of two chambers that are filled with oil.
By controlling the oil flow through the servo valve into
these chambers, the piston in the cylinder, and,
consequently, the elevator can be positioned.

For a given position of the servo valve piston, there is a
flow of oil from the servo valve supply to either the left or
right cylinder chamber and a flow to the servo valve return
from the other chamber. The position of the piston inside
the servo valve can be adjusted to change the size of the
orifices, thereby modulating the amount of oil flow to and
from the cylinder chambers. This oil flow controls the
direction and speed of travel of the piston in the cylinder

that combined with the connected elevator flap constitutes
the control load.

Fig. 4: Elevator control system.

When the servo valve piston is in its far right position (the
situation depicted in Fig. 4), the cylinder left chamber is
connected to the hydraulic supply pressure and the
maximum amount of oil flows into the left chamber of the
cylinder and the elevator moves with maximum angular
velocity, ωe, in the counter clockwise direction. When the
servo valve piston is in its far left position, the right
chamber is connected to the hydraulic supply pressure and
the oil flow into the right chamber is maximal. In this
configuration the elevator moves at maximum angular
velocity in the clockwise direction.

2.2 Anchored Instruction in Model Design

In engineering education, models are often represented as
abstract mathematical systems. For example, a MATLAB -
SIMULINK  representation of a 2nd order model with
nonlinearity is shown in Fig. 5. Often it is neglected to
explain the abstraction and embed the ensuing results of
studying system behavior in a real life setting.

Fig. 5: Mathematical model of a second order system with
nonlinearity.

In case of the elevator control system, the cylinder can be
used to anchor abstract knowledge in reality. This
facilitates a direct interpretation of system behavior in
physical terms. First, the piston inertia, I, and oil elasticity,
C, are identified as phenomena with energy storing, i.e.,
integrating, behavior, illustrated in Fig. 6. The combination
of these two first order effects combined with oil
dissipation, R, results in a second order system with
damped, possibly oscillatory, behavior. A change in wind
force acting on the elevator may correspond to a step input.

Simulation using the abstract model in Fig. 5 generates
behavior that can now be interpreted in physical terms. The
wind force pushes against the cylinder piston that starts
building up momentum. This momentum causes a piston
velocity that compresses the oil in the chamber modeled
with oil elasticity and dissipation. The elasticity builds up a
counter force  exerted by the oil that reduces piston
momentum until 0. This corresponds to the situation where
the oil is maximally compressed. The force may then cause
piston momentum and velocity to reverse and the piston



starts moving in the opposite direction. The wind force
opposes this movement and the piston oscillates back and
forth until an equilibrium state is reached where the oil
compression force and wind acting on the elevator are in
balance. Internal dissipation effects of the oil determine the
damping coefficient, i.e., how quickly this equilibrium is
reached.

Fig. 6: Real system with second order nonlinear model
representation.

This demonstrates how system modeling and theory can be
embedded in real situations. The example was limited to
one level of behavioral detail. In the proceedings, it will
become clear that anchored instruction can act on a
hierarchy of behavioral detail and this hierarchy can be
systematically traversed by model manipulation.

3 BEHAVIOR GENERATION FOR
MICROWORLDS

Microworlds are learning environments that allow the
learner much freedom in experimenting. These
microworlds can be fairly abstract representations of real
life concepts such as Newton’s Second Law (e.g.,
Thinkertools [White, 1993]), more realistic representations
(e.g., STEAMER [Hollan, Hutchins and Weitzman, 1984]),
and they can be high fidelity realistic environments (e.g.,
the Electronics Laboratory Simulator [Mosterman et al,
1994; 1996]). The practical viability of such microworlds is
testified by the commercial success of some of this software
[Mosterman et al, 1995].

3.1 Microworlds and Simulation

Typically, the learning environment is layered  on top of a
behavioral model that is the object of instruction. To
convey the knowledge present in this model to the learner
behavior trajectories are generated, requesting the learner
to analyze and assimilate the underlying model.

In this setup, simulation is a critical ingredient for
developing successful microworlds to (i) generate example
trajectories, (ii) help the learner develop an intuition for the
underlying model behavior, possibly by animation and
visualization, and (iii) support learning from experience
with model behavior. Furthermore, simulation can be
performed in a networked environment and support
cooperative learning in a possibly distributed setup.

The advantages of using high fidelity simulation are the
capability of training how to respond in situations that are
potentially dangerous and even catastrophic in real life.
Furthermore, hard to generate real life behavior (e.g.,
certain weather conditions) as well as idealized behavior
(e.g., without disturbances) can be easily invoked for
training. Also, simulation allows very interactive learning
environments with extreme responsiveness as well as

rigidly enforced operational procedures (e.g., federal
guidelines).

3.2 Constructive Learning

Constructive learning is based on the premise that the best
motivation comes from within instead of from external
stimuli [Von Glaserfeld, 1987]. This requires the course
material to closely match the learner’s interest and level of
competence. Instead of trying to construct a detailed model
of the learner’s knowledge and generate new assignments
based on this student model which is practiced in the area
of intelligent tutoring systems [Wenger, 1987],
microworlds leave the initiative to the learner to request
instruction and training on topics and at a comfortable level
of complexity that can be handled.

In this paradigm, the learner is free to experiment, but a
tutoring mechanism is present to consistently produce
challenging problems and respond to user input. Simulation
is a necessity to visualize the results of the selected
experiments that help uncover and assimilate the
knowledge in the underlying model. For example, the
compression and expansion of oil while moving the piston
can be visualized as in Fig. 7. It presents insight in the
physical phenomena that are active and what dynamic
behavior they correspond to. This in turn allows the learner
to construct a mental model of otherwise obscured
phenomena.

Fig. 7: Simulation and visualization of cylinder behavior.

3.3 Hierarchy in Behavior Simulation

Systems operate on a hierarchy of temporal and spatial
scales. Realistic models include many phenomena that are
highly nonlinear (e.g., turbulent oil flow and cylinder end
stops) and often operate on a level of detail not significant
for gross behavior (e.g., small leakages and elasticity
effects). Though not significant for gross behavior, their
presence may hamper efficient simulation tremendously as
nonlinearities often require numerical iteration at each
integration time step and very detailed behaviors typically
operate on a time scale that requires an integration time
step that is much smaller than required for simulating the
dynamics of gross behavior.

To illustrate, consider the sequence of servo valve control
actions in Fig. 8. Initially, the piston in the servo valve is
positioned to invoke oil flow into the left cylinder chamber
and the elevator starts moving towards its commanded
position. When it is close to this, the servo valve piston
closes the orifices to decelerate the elevator and prevent it
from moving beyond the commanded position. A situation
may occur where the servo valve piston completely closes
the orifices, thereby blocking the oil flow into and out of
the cylinder (shown on the right in Fig. 8). In this
configuration the built up momentum of the cylinder
piston, because of its velocity ve, interacts with the oil
elasticity. As described earlier, the piston compresses the



oil somewhat but due to dominant dissipation it quickly
reaches 0 velocity and the elevator comes to a halt. Because
of the large dissipation involved, this behavior acts on a
time scale much smaller than the time scale of interest,
illustrated in Fig. 9. In this particular case, since the
commanded position was not reached yet, the control
quickly reopens the servo valve to continue the maneuver.

Fig. 8: Elevator control may induce fast continuous
transients.
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Fig. 9: Simulation of fast elevator velocity change when the
servo valve is temporarily closed.

3.4 Model Reduction

The fast continuous transient shown in Fig. 9 operates on a
time scale much smaller than gross behavior. Therefore, it
requires a much smaller integration time step and this
hampers efficient behavior generation. This is especially
intolerable if real-time simulation is aimed at. Here a fixed
integration time step is required to guarantee that new
simulation values that have to be available at fixed time
points are computed within certain temporal bounds. For
the simulation in Fig. 9 this implies that the entire
trajectory is simulated with an integration time step
sufficiently small to handle the steep gradient when the
servo valve is closed.

This problem can be mitigated by applying a parameter
abstraction [Mosterman, 1997] to the cylinder model,
removing the oil elasticity and dissipation parameters while
keeping the piston inertia, as shown in Fig. 10. In this
model, the steep gradient of the elevator velocity change
has become an abrupt, discontinuous change, illustrated in
Fig. 11. Therefore, it can be efficiently handled and
numerical simulation apply an integration time step
corresponding to the gross dynamics. In this particular
case, the fixed time step can be chosen at least a factor 20
larger.

Fig. 10: Model manipulation reduces the cylinder model to
a first order representation.
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Fig. 11: Removing small oil parameters causes a
discontinuous change in elevator velocity.

Note that the overall effect of the small parameters on gross
behavior is preserved, i.e., the elevator velocity still
changes abruptly to 0. If the detailed continuous transient
was removed altogether, velocity ve would remain constant
when the servo valve was closed, and behaviors would be
generated that are inconsistent with the more detailed
model. This is crucial, e.g., for control design as the correct
approximation reveals that the control law causes the servo
valve piston to close the orifices prematurely.

In general, model reduction that leads to hybrid systems is
based on (i) parameter abstraction and (ii) time scale
abstraction. Parameter abstractions occur when small and
large, often parasitic, dissipation and storage parameters are
abstracted away from the system model causing
discontinuous changes in system behavior. Time scale
abstractions compress behaviors that occur on a small time
scale to explicit discontinuous changes at a point in time.

If model reduction can be automated, it can be applied to
dynamically adjust the level of model detail used for
simulation. This allows the learner to zoom in and out on
system behavior.

3.5 Hybrid Simulation for Knowledge Capitalization

As shown, the elevator actuator model with reduced
complexity can be simulated more efficiently than its
detailed counterpart. This is important if, e.g., real time
performance in a virtual reality [Krueger, 1983; Rheingold,
1991] like microworld is required. As such, model
reduction allows microworlds to be constructed for much
more complex systems than otherwise possible.

Furthermore, efficient simulation allows exhaustive search
to identify, e.g., worst case scenarios in control law design.
This information can then be fed back to the learner along
with the trajectory where given constraints are violated.

Also, model reduction results in simpler behaviors that
include less higher order phenomena (e.g., fast
oscillations). Based on the scaffolding principle, these
simpler behaviors provide an optimal entry point for



novices to start learning about the complexity of a
particular system because they are easier to comprehend.

4 MODEL MANIPULATION FOR KNOWLEDGE
CAPITALIZATION

Model manipulation can greatly aid in reducing complexity
of behaviors, which results in more efficient simulation.
However, model reduction itself embodies many virtues
and is executed by mechanisms that can be exploited for
knowledge capitalization as well.

4.1 Overwhelming Detail and Scaffolding

Whether a model is good or bad depends on the problem it
needs to address. This implies that more detailed models
are not intrinsically better than more abstract ones. In fact,
in many situations less detail suffices to solve a problem,
which makes the corresponding model better than a more
detailed one.

In microworlds, instead of overwhelming the learner with
complicated behaviors, basic phenomena are best presented
first. In case of the cylinder, such a model includes piston
inertia only, see Fig. 12(a). This presents a real life
representation of a first order model that can be used, e.g.,
to study characteristics of first order systems such as rise
time and to develop a simple control law for elevator
positioning.

Fig. 12: The cylinder can be modeled at a number of levels
of detail.

When competence at this level is achieved, the model can
be augmented by including oil elasticity and dissipation
effects, as shown in Fig. 12(b). This corresponds to a
second order system, and again, e.g., system concepts such
as damping and overshoot and control design can be
studied.

The process of successively increasing model complexity
may proceed by adding the dynamics of a second chamber
shown in Fig. 12(c). Next, small leakage flows can be
added, as shown in Fig. 12(d). These leakage effects may
be the result of manufacturing imperfections, but also be
designed effects to prevent extremely high pressure
differences between the left and right chamber. Resistance

to flow of the cylinder orifices are included in Fig. 12(e),
and, finally, the nonlinearity of the end stop in Fig. 12(f).

Though the cylinder model in Fig. 12(f) mimics real
behavior closest, for many purposes this model is much too
detailed to be effective and the functioning of the cylinder
is best explained using a simpler model. However, a model
that fosters many detailed behaviors can be applied as a
baseline model from which less abstract representations can
be systematically derived. This enables the tutoring
mechanism to gradually increase model complexity and
consistently pose a challenging task and keep pace with the
learner’s level of competence.

Depending on the task to be solved, certain phenomena
may be included instead of others and the procedure for
increasingly adding detail is not sequential. For example,
the end stop nonlinearity may be of importance in
combination with first order dynamics embodied by just the
piston inertia, e.g., for control law design. For this task,
realization artifacts such as leakage may be of little
importance whereas end stop behavior may critically affect
control law stability. A fundamental issue that needs to be
addressed by model manipulation theory is which system
characteristics are preserved given certain model
simplifications. These are important issues in model
manipulation that need to be solved for successful use.

5 MODEL MANIPULATION TECHNIQUES

The need to systematically reduce model complexity has
long been recognized, especially in conjunction with
methods such as compositional modeling and finite element
modeling. However, in many cases model reduction is
executed on a very abstract mathematical level, often
numerically. The main drawback to this is the loss of
correspondence with physical structure and topology.
Another hiatus in existing model reduction theory is that
though often the reduced models are shown to be good
approximations within a certain operational domain in time
or state space, it is not addressed how to derive the
switching between domains with different approximations.

5.1 Compositional and Finite Element Modeling

In order to cope with the ever increasing complexity of
engineering systems, compositional modeling techniques
allow system parts to be modeled in extreme detail by
domain experts. These parts can then be composed together
to provide a model of the complete system. This is an
appealing paradigm as it becomes possible to handle large
systems, all different domains (e.g., electrical, hydraulic)
involved are modeled with great expertise, the model is
easier to maintain (only the modified pieces need to be
changed), and model components can be reused. The
disadvantage is that modeling of the individual components
in tremendous detail results in stupendous complexity of
the composed model. Also, behaviors that are typically
collapsed into aggregate behavior are individually present
and tightly coupled.

Advances in control of, e.g., flexible aircraft, have
triggered a need for detailed models of structures. This is
facilitated by finite element models. These rely on a very
fine grid of cells that each capture behavior in a lumped
parameter model. Combining all lumped parameter models



of this grid results in models of very large order (often
more than 1000 states).

The consequence of these modeling approaches is that a
model may become prohibitively complex and unsuitable
for many tasks. This complexity hampers the use of model
based technologies in education and industry. In fact, in
industry the same system is often modeled separately and
differently by different departments within one company.
For example, for each of the control design, control
verification, and model based diagnosis tasks different
models may be applied.

This drawback can be overcome by the use of reliable and
efficient model reduction techniques that operate on one
modelbase that includes the most detail required in any of
the anticipated application tasks. Ideally, this modelbase
can be composed from vendor supplied models that
accompany the hardware components used in the actual
system.

5.2 Methods for Model Reduction

Methods for model reduction deal mainly with abstract
mathematical structures. For example, in singular
perturbation methods [Dauphin-Tanguy, Borne and
Lebrun, 1985; .RNRWRYLü��.KDOLO�DQG�2
5HLOO\������@�VPDOO

and large parameters in the system are identified to achieve
a system of first order differential equations of the form

& ( , , )
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x f x z t

z g x z t

=
=ε

where ε is small, the dot operator signifies the derivative
with respect to time, and x and z are the system state
variables. If ε is taken to be 0, the dynamic behavior of the
g function becomes a set of algebraic equations in x and z.
After solving for z and substituting into f a reduced order
system is arrived at with state variables x only.

Another approach, modal analysis [Varga, 1994], relies on
analysis of the frequency components of a system and
removes phenomena with behavior significantly faster than
the slow part of the sytem. The basics of this approach can
be described by diagonalizing the system matrix, A, in

&x Ax=

to a form
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where λ1 > λ2 >...> λn. Now, the smallest eigenvalues λ i

can be removed to obtain a reduced system. Several criteria
can be applied for this selection process [Varga, 1994].
Note that this method is best applied numerically because
of the required matrix diagonalization. Also note that the
diagonalization process transforms the original state vector,
x, and direct correspondence with the physical states is lost.

A similar approach without model transformation relies on
decoupling loosely connected subsystems [Iwasaki and
Bhandari, 1988]. Here, model reduction is achieved by

removing small entries in the A matrix to derive a number
of tightly coupled subsystems.

To apply these linear systems methods to nonlinear
systems, linearization around an operating point is
required. Typically, this is performed by using the
instantaneous vector components of the field at the
operating point [Guckenheimer and Holmes, 1986]. The
linearization is valid in a restricted area of state space
around this point.

Other model reduction techniques operate on a topological
model representation, i.e., a bond graph, of the system.
From a bond graph model, steady state behavior can be
directly derived by replacing all energy storing, integrating,
elements by 0 valued sources [Breedveld, 1984]. This
indicates that in steady state no change of stored energy
takes place, and the resulting algebraic equations describe
static behavior. For example, if the cylinder model in Fig. 8
is in steady state, the forces acting on the piston are in
balance, i.e., Ftotal = 0, and the oil is not further
compressed, i.e., ∆x = 0. Thus, the inertia, I, is replaced by
a 0 valued source of force and the elasticity, C, is replaced
by a 0 valued source of velocity.

Another bond graph model reduction technique identifies
elements that hardly affect overall power in the system,
and, therefore, perform a small role in dynamic behavior
[Minten et al, 1997]. As these elements only partake
marginally in determining the dynamic behavior, they can
be removed without losing much model accuracy.

Recently, model reduction techniques for specific
operational domains are combined with deriving the
domain transition behavior [Mosterman and Biswas, 1998;
1999; Mosterman, Zhao and Biswas, 1998a]. Because of
the piecewise continuous domains that are combined with
discrete domain changes, this is an inherently hybrid
approach. Note that this is a crucial link in the chain to
achieve comprehensive model reduction methods as all the
previously sketched approaches restrict the operational
domain (either in frequency or state space) on which the
reduction is valid.

5.3 Applying Model Reduction Techniques

In order to develop a comprehensive model reduction
approach, available model reduction techniques have to be
extended, generalized and integrated. An example of the
functioning of the resulting approach is given by modeling
a bouncing ball at several levels of detail.

Fig. 13 shows a ball bouncing on a floor. In a continuous
model, this can be modeled by a nonlinear spring constant,
C, that represents the stiffness of the floor. When there is
no contact between the ball and floor, ∆x < 0, the force
exerted by the floor on the ball is 0. Upon contact, ∆x = 0,
the stiffness quickly builds up a force that eventually
reverses the ball velocity and it starts moving upward. As
soon as, ∆x < 0, the ball disconnects again and the force
between the floor and ball becomes 0 again.



Fig. 13: A continuous nonlinear model of a bouncing ball.

In a first model reduction step, the nonlinear stiffness
characteristic can be linearized as shown in Fig. 14.
However, the model with linearized stiffness is only a valid
approximation when the ball is in contact with the floor,
i.e., on a restricted domain in state space. Thus a mode
change is required to prevent the floor from pulling at the
ball when ∆x < 0 which is when it would disconnect.
Therefore, the system model comprises two modes: (i) free:
the ball is modeled as a mass with inertia, I, and gravity
acting and (ii) contact: the ball is modeled as a mass in
contact with a stiff floor and gravity acting. Additional
complexity arises in terms of switching between modes.
Note that though this is a hybrid model changes the
velocity changes continuously, i.e., there is no
discontinuity, and, therefore, this is referred to as a C0

hybrid model (i.e., the 0th time derivative of the variables is
continuous).

Fig. 14: A C0 hybrid model of a bouncing ball.

In a final model reduction step, the linear stiffness can be
abstracted from the model altogether. Now, an
instantaneous change of velocity occurs when the ball
reaches the floor. This discontinuous change in velocity
requires further complexity of the mode switching function
[Mosterman and Breedveld, 1999]. The advantage of this
model is that no stiff gradients because of the floor stiffness
are present anymore, which allows very efficient
simulation.

Fig. 15: A hybrid model of a bouncing ball.

In many cases, this model provides a good starting point in
developing an understanding of collision behavior. Even
more, it is a closer representation of our observation that
the ball velocity changes instantaneously than the model
that includes stiffness effects. How this velocity change
occurs, however, is not clear if the detailed model
including small energy storage effects is not available.

5.4 Reverse Analysis

As indicated by the bouncing ball example, model
reduction may result in computationally less complex
models, but often requires a conceptual investment to
derive the discrete switching functions [Breedveld, 1996].
Also, certain physical phenomena are hard to understand
without knowledge of the details of physical processes.

This makes a case for performing model augmentation. In
fact, the presence of discontinuous changes can be
exploited to systematically perform a model augmentation
analysis. Discontinuous state changes in a physical model
indicate that detailed continuous contact behavior is
abstracted that could be systematically added to the model.

In the hybrid model of the bouncing ball, this pertains to
the instantaneous change in velocity because small
elasticity parameters have been removed from the model.
Reintroducing these provides an excellent teaching
opportunity to explain the fast detailed process of storing
kinetic energy in potential energy and returning it as kinetic
energy again.

Next, the nonlinear stiffness characteristic can be derived
from the switched mode linearized model to show how
physical system behavior can be modeled as continuous
behavior governed by highly nonlinear parameters instead
of a hybrid model formulation.

5.5 Summary

A variety of model reduction techniques can be applied to
systematically arrive at lower order linear models. Some of
these methods apply well in a numerical system
formulation where each entry is the aggregate effect of
several physical parameters (e.g., an RC time constant), but
are less applicable when symbolic manipulation is required.
As a result, the correspondence with physical parameters
after the model reduction step may be lost. Furthermore,
model reduction often relies on domains in frequency and
state space on which the approximation is valid. Therefore,
successful use of model reduction techniques requires
methods to automatically identify behavior that occurs
when transients between these domains, i.e., mode
switches, occur.

Finally, though many model reduction methods exist,
model augmentation is hardly addressed at all in literature.
As demonstrated, this could be very helpful for
instructional purposes in much the same way as model
reduction and makes for a promising topic of future
research.

6 CONCLUSIONS

This paper discusses and illustrates the role of mixed
continuous/discrete, hybrid, behavior generation in reactive
learning environments, microworlds. In order to be
effective means for instruction and training, these
microworlds rely on behavior generation methods to
generate example trajectories of specific system behavior.
The learner uses these behaviors to understand and
assimilate the underlying model. Furthermore, experience
with system behavior can be gained. If simulation is
performed in a networked environment, it becomes an
excellent means to supports cooperative learning in a
possibly distributed setup.

The apparent pitfall in this scheme is the complexity of
high fidelity models. These contain behaviors on a
hierarchy of temporal and spatial scales that often prohibit
efficent, real-time, simulation. To mitigate this problem, it
can be exploited that many of these behaviors are too
detailed to be of importance on a gross behavior level.



Therefore, they can be abstracted away and efficient
simulation achieved.

Abstracting details is the subject of model reduction
methods that come in a variety of flavors. Most of these
methods deal with approximating model behavior on a
restricted operational domain in frequency and state space.
Consequently, it is critical to develop methodologies that
handle the transition between these domains. As such, the
resulting models are of a hybrid nature, and, therefore,
hybrid simulation is a key enabling technology.

To effectively deploy such methods in instruction and
training environments calls for robust and automatic
implementations. This can be realized by generalizing and
combining existing methods to establish a powerful
comprehensive model reduction approach.

In addition to enabling efficient simulation, model
reduction techniques embody much system theoretical
knowledge that can be subject of instruction as well.
Furthermore, it was shown that a dual to model reduction
in the form of model augmentation exists. This can be
helpful to discover unmodeled detailed physical
phenomena (e.g., small elasticity effects in the bouncing
ball model) that in turn explain behavior on a macroscopic
level.

Finally, model reduction provides critical support for
scaffolding practices in instructional efforts. In order not to
overwhelm a learner with detail, the model for a given task
can be simplified to match the learner’s competence.
Details can be successively revealed to consistently
challenge and motivate the learner.

Through all this, it is important for future research to
establish theoretical results on the consistency of simplified
models and to provide theorems on which characteristics
(e.g., stability, steady state behavior) are preserved under
certain abstraction.
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